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theories respecting the races with whom originat-
ed, and who were specially addicted to, these forms
of worship,—theories which, however ingenious,
it is nofc necessary to endorse, In order to appre-
ciate the true value of the work as a contribution
to the history of Indian Art.
The description of the Topes Is prefaced by a
brkf outline of the general characteristics ol
Buddhist architecture, which, as might be expected
from the author's reputation. Is a well-written,
interesting, and Instructive chapter. For the age
of the Sanchi Topes we have no definite informa-
tion, but there are Indications that help us to
approximate dates : thus on the southern gateway
of the Great Tope Is an inscription read as " the
gift of Auauda the son of Yaslshtha, in the reign
of Sri Satakarni," which may be taken to Indicate
that it was being carved during the' lifetime of
Christ. This is supported by the style of the
carving, and the other gates follow in the order—
north, east, and west—of which the last was pro-
bably completed about the end of the first cen-
tury. The Tope itself Is older, and may even be-
long to the age of Asoka.
About half of the bas-reliefs on the gateways at
Sanchi represent religious acts, such as wor-
shipping the Da^goba, Trees, the Wheel* or other
emfrlevup. There are also a few scenes that can
be identified with more or less certainty as re-
presenting events described in the legendary life of
Buddha. Of these the scenes depicteu on the lower
beam of the Northern Gateway, have been identi-
fied by Mr, Seal with the "Wessantara Jataka, and
those of the right-hand pillars of the Eastern
Gateway, with the conversion of the Kasyapas and
subsequent events. This last also appears on the
great Boro Budur. temple in Java, Some others
have also been identified with more or less cer-
tainty, and the rest will probably be explained
"when scholars familiar with the ordinary re-
presentations of such subjects in the ^Sasfc at the
present day? fcurn seriously i*o their investigation/*
A considerable number of other bas-reliefs are
" representations of scenes in domestic life, regard-
ing which it will probably be impossible ever to
feel sure that we know who the actors in them
are." But "eating, and drinking, and making
love are occupations so common among mankind,
that it matters little who the parties are who are
so engaged in the S&uehi sculptures,. But, besides
there «re sweral imiwrteat bas-reliefs
odkml exeats, irHcliit would be
very 'iBfer^tiag to ift^piafy, if it werepifusticable.''
The following xemrlcs on the merits of the
sculpfcurejare both just aadimteresting:—*4Hdl*lier
at S&ncM nor at Amrffrota are there any of
 those many-armed or many-headed divinities who
form the staple of the modem Hindu Pantheon.
There are none of those monstrous combinations
of men with heads of elephants, or lions, or boars.
All the men and women represented., are human.
beings, acting as men and women have acted in
all times, and the success or failure of the repre-
sentation, may consequently be judged of by the
same rules as are applicable to sculptures in any
other place or country. Notwithstanding this,
the mode of treatment is so original and so iocal^
that it is difficult to assign it any exact position
in comparison with the arts of the "Western world.
It certainly, as a scriptural art, is superior to
that of Egypfe, but as far inferior to the arfc as
•practised in Greece. The sculptures at Amravati
are perhaps as near in scale of excellence to the
contemporary art of the Roman empire under
Constantino as to any other that could be named;
or, rathers they should be compared with the
sculptures of the early Italian Senaissance, as it
culminated in the hands of G-hiberti, and before
the true limits between the provinces of sculpture
and painting were properly understood.
u The case is somewhat different as regards the
sculptures at Sanchi. These are ruder but more
vigorous. If they want the elegance of design at
Amravati, they make up for it by a distinctness
and raciness of expression which is wanting in
" these more refined compositions. The truth seems
to be that the Sanchi sculptures, like everything
else there, betray the influence of the freedom
derived from wood-carving, which, there can "be
little doubt, immediately preceded these examples,
and formed the school in which they were pro-
duced."
This study of these sculptures leads us to point
to the Greek kingdom of Baktria as the fountain-
head from which the art of sculpture in India was
introduced. u "We can thence follow it through the
time when, from being a rada and imitative art,
it rose to its highest degree of refinement in the
foortlL or fifth century of our ©ra} at which time
it had aJso become essentially localized, JFroia
that point oar history .is easy, tKongh somewhat
discouraging, from its downward tendency towards
the present state of art in India."
The Amravati Tope Mr. Fergusson identiies
•with the A-rorasiB Sangharama of Hi* mThswgf
and also the Temple of the Diamond Sands men-
tioned in the Tooth-Belie traditions, die Danaka-
_ cheka of the Chinese pilgrim being the modern
BejwM&» and the evidence he adduces as to its
age, taken all together, seems to indicate the erec-
tioa of the great rail in the fourth ceatery.
The Soachi Tope is illustrated by 45 plates, 12

